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By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
While the Campus Master Plan was scheduled to
be the blueprint of discussion at Tuesday’s Faculty
Senate meeting, deferred maintenance took center
stage.
Jim Nantz, business manager for the Physical Plant,
explained to senate members how faculty members can
report maintenance issues, saying that sending e-mail
requests may be the most effective method.
“The nice thing about e-mail is we can give you an
instant response,” he said.
He added faculty responses are vital to the repair
process because building service workers can’t be every-
where at once.
“We do rely a lot upon BSW’s who are a great
source of info,” Nantz said.
Senate members voiced complaints over the heating
and cooling systems at various campus buildings that
contain classrooms.
Coleman Hall was perhaps the most maligned of
the buildings. Senate member Luis Clay Mendez
asked if there was any truth to the “myth” that adding
heat is the only way to change the temperature in
Coleman Hall once the air conditioning is on.
“That’s not entirely true, but there is some truth to
it,” said Gary Reed, superintendent of utilities for the
Physical Plant. He noted that the heating and cooling
technology for Coleman Hall is 30 years behind the
technology present in a building such as Buzzard Hall.
Mendez wasn’t the only senate member who was
frustrated by Coleman’s history of temperature prob-
lems.
“Coleman is legendary,” said senate member John
Best, psychology professor.
As an English professor, Anne Zahlan teaches in
Coleman and she said the classrooms have never really
been at a level of comfort that is conducive to learning.
“My classrooms have been too hot since we’ve come
back to school,” she said.
The Physical Science Building’s heating and cooling
systems didn’t receive rave reviews, either.
Senate member Steve Scher, psychology professor,
said the problem was so bad that he had to cancel class
on more than one occasion last spring.
Scher said when classrooms are hotter than 90
degrees, neither students or teachers can perform to
their capabilities.
“It’s an academic issue,” he said.
Best said he wanted to echo and amplify Scher’s
statements and to also acknowledge that when such a
problem persists, the students may begin to feel that the
teacher is responsible.
Reed said that a 10-year, $10.8 million energy con-
servation project that Eastern is entering into with
Honeywell Inc. should eliminate some of the heating
By Meg McNichols
City editor
Residents parking along 10th,
11th and 12th streets could wake up
to tickets for parking illegally, effec-
tive Oct. 11.
“Parking will be prohibited from
south of Lincoln and north of
Cleveland,” said Council member
Lorelei Sims.
City council addressed the issue,
which was not on the agenda,
Tuesday night in an effort to alert
off-campus residents of the situa-
tion.
“There are three reasons for this
ordinance,” said Mayor Dan
Cougill.
The major problem is the inac-
cessibility parking presents to
firetrucks. In the event of an emer-
gency, firemen have had to re-route
to avoid the effected streets because
the streets are too narrow because of
cars on the east and west sides.
Also, Cougill said the city has
planned to reinstate the drainage
lines, which have been virtually
non-existent in past years.
The streets were originally
equipped with a drainage system to
divert heavy rainfall. Run-off rain-
water was diverted along ditches,
emptying into a drop box at the
corners of the street eventually into
the sewers, Cougill said.
Time and more cars eventually
eradicated the system causing major
flooding on the streets and posed a
threat to manicured lawns.
The main reason for the failure
of the drainage system is gravel.
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
More blood than blood bags was
available at Tuesday’s American Red
Cross blood drive sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, a co-ed service fraternity.
The event, held in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, was originally to last
from 1 to 7 p.m. but had to close down
almost an hour early because of the
overwhelming turn-out.
Organizers of the event were hoping
for 75 people to donate blood and were
prepared with 150 blood bags. The bags
ran out well before the event was sched-
uled to end.
Anna Hills, vice president of Alpha
Phi Omega and organizer of the event,
said they doubled the goal.
Tracy Torbeck, recruitment represen-
tative for Red Cross, said, “We’ve well
over-produced today.
“These (Eastern) students are awe-
some. I just love them. Students have
come out here in droves to give blood.
People say college students don’t care.
Well, come to a blood drive and see how
much they care.”
A serenity characterized the event as
students reclined calmly on glorified
lawn chairs, seemingly unaware of the
bag beside them filling with their blood.
Several arms were raised in the air,
allowing the blood to clot after the
process, and several feet were raised in
the air, keeping a few students from
becoming too light-headed.
Dianna McMahan, a junior physical
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Blood drive overwhelmed by support
Colin McAuliffe / Staff photographer
Thad Wescott, a freshman biological sciences major gets his
iron level checked by Dana Tatham Tuesday afternoon in the
University ballroom.
People say college students don’t care.
Well, come to a blood drive and see how much
they care.
Tracy Torbeck,
recruitment representative for the American Red Cross
“
”
Colin McAuliffe / Staff photographer
Sini Poikela, a physical education major gives blood Tuesday afternoon in the University ballroom.
Organization runs out of
blood bags well before event
scheduled to finish
Classroom
climates
hot topic
See BLOOD DRIVE Page 7
See CITY COUNCIL Page 7
See CLIMATE Page 7
City prohibits parking on 10th, 11th and 12th streets
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Disorderly conduct
n Jason R. Dreslik, 22, of 2003
S. 12th St., was arrested for dis-
orderly conduct at 5:49 p.m. on
Aug. 25 in the 500 block of
Taylor Avenue.
Alcohol violations
n Kimberley A. Papeck, 20, of
1018 Fourth St., was arrested for
purchase and/or acceptance of
alcohol by a minor at 9:22 p.m.
on Aug. 30 in the 400 block of
Polk Street.
n Kelly L. Meskimen, 19, of
New Lenox and Lauren P.
Wojcik, 19, of Mokena, were
both arrested for unlawful pos-
session of false identification
cards, frequenting a licensed
premises as a minor and accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor at
1:17 a.m. on Aug. 25.
n Also arrested for acceptance of
alcohol and frequenting a
licensed premises as a minor
were Brent T. Katterheinrich,
1629 Seventh St., and David P.
Moyle, of New Lenox.
blotter
police
Relationship lecture tonight
By Jenny Johnson
Staff writer
A nationally-known college
lecturer will give his advice on a
range of college issues tonight,
specifically on dating.
Harlan Cohen will speak on
Eastern’s campus at 5 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Board.
The topics of his talk correlate
with his weekly newspaper advice
column, “Help Me Harlan,” said
Alison Mormino, UB lectures
coordinator. She said Cohen will
deal mostly with dating, relation-
ships and sexually transmitted dis-
eases.
“(Cohen’s purpose is) to create
a transition into college life for
incoming students or for any stu-
dents,” Mormino said.
Cohen wants to help inform
students about the joys and con-
cerns of college life, she said.
Students, faculty and staff are
welcome at Cohen’s speech,
Mormino said.
“Cohen’s lecture will be espe-
cially positive for freshmen
because they are first entering the
college scene,” Mormino said.
“They might be dealing with leav-
ing boyfriends or girlfriends at
home, or the students are simply
wanting to see how the college
dating scene works.”
As for upperclassmen, faculty
and staff, Cohen wants his listen-
ers to walk away from his lecture
feeling more educated about the
prominent college topics,
Mormino said.
She said a special quality of
Cohen’s lectures is his relation of
topics to the specific campuses he
visits. Cohen will tie the discus-
sion to central aspects of Eastern’s
atmosphere.
Cohen is originally from
Skokie and attended Indiana
University as a journalism major.
While summer interning for “The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno” in
1995, Cohen realized his talent for
giving advice, according to his
Web site.
In his advice column, Cohen is
willing to answer any questions
asked by people from teenagers to
those in their 30s, Mormino said.
He gives advice on topics such as
pregnancy, relationship problems
or job occupations.
Cohen also collaborated his
writing and advice experience into
producing a book entitled,
“Campus Life Exposed: Advice
from the Inside.”
forecast
three-day
today
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Thursday
Kate Mitchell/Assoc. photo editor
Prelude to success
The sound of Troy Marble, a graduate music performance major, playing the prelude to Wagners The
Mastersingers of Nuremburg on his tuba filled the room,while his girlfriend, Jamie Bender, a senior vocal perfor-
mance major, looked on Saturday afternoon in the Doudna Concert Hall.  Marble will be auditioning for placement
in the Roosevelt symphony.
Children’s author leads conference
By Sarah Miller
Staff writer
The Eastern Student Reading
Council will present a conference
call with children’s author and
illustrator Joan Holub at 7 p.m.
today in the 1895 Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The activities will begin with
the conference call, followed by a
children’s literature version of TV
game show “The Weakest Link”
and a Scholastic Book Fair.
Children’s books will be given out
as door prizes, said Cindy Rich,
assistant professor and reading
tutorial director.
Rich said this is “an opportunity
to allow EIU education majors to
speak with a published author
whose works the EIU students may
use with children in their class-
rooms someday.”
Rich said the event is a good
experience for education majors,
especially because they can bring
excitement about reading to their
classrooms, their students will pick
it up and be excited to read, as well.
Josh Mason, Student Reading
Council president, thought of the
conference call idea last year, Rich
said.
The Student Reading Council
does not have the budget to physi-
cally bring authors to Eastern for
discussions, but with a speaker
phone the authors can talk to
Eastern students, she said. The
Student Reading Council just pays
for the phone call.
The conference call will be a
question and answer session in
which students can ask Holub
about her stories, ideas, what she
likes to see done with her work in
the classroom and children’s litera-
ture in general, Rich said.
As an author and illustrator of
over 30 children’s books, including
“Cinderdog and the Wicked
Stepcat,” “Why Do Dogs Bark?”
and “Why Do Cats Meow?,”
Holub will be a good source of
information for education majors
as well as students interested in
reading and writing, Rich said.
All interested students are invit-
ed to attend.
n A headline in Monday’s edition
of The Daily Eastern News was
incorrect.  The Nutrition
Education Resource and Referral
Center offers free dietary assess-
ments, not supplements. The
News regrets the error.
Correction
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Students offered ‘Freedom From Smoking’
By Thereasa Lukasiewicz
Staff writer
There may be fewer students
smoking around campus in the near
future thanks to the Freedom from
Smoking program being offered this
fall.
Freedom from Smoking is a free
eight-week smoking cessation clinic
that allows students to quit smoking
gradually and remain smoke-free for
life, said Eric Davidson, Health
Services’ assistant director of health
education and promotion.
“The eight-week course starts
with an orientation, and then after
orientation students learn what their
smoking habits are and how quitting
smoking is going to affect their lives,”
Davidson said. “They then develop a
plan of action that will help them
quit smoking.”
This year will mark the second
year Eastern has offered a student
Freedom From Smoking program.
Davidson said the program began
last fall and had a positive effect on
the campus, which led to two addi-
tional clinics throughout the year.
This semester’s program begins
Sept. 10 and will take place on
Monday evenings until Oct. 29, he
said.
Many students have misconcep-
tions about quitting the habit — they
think that they have to quit as soon as
they start the program, Davidson
said. However, students do not actu-
ally have to quit smoking until after
the third clinic.
“After the third session the clinic
becomes a support group for the
smokers,” Davidson said. “The stu-
dents then have each other to relate
with, and they go through quitting
together.”
When students sign up, they are
broken up into small groups of about
six students. They then stay with the
same group for the eight-week pro-
gram.
There must be at least four to six
students to have a group, with a max-
imum of 12, Davidson said. If they
exceed that number, a new clinic
would start as soon as possible.
After last year’s program ended,
many students said that they had
remained smoke-free, and some who
were not able to completely quit
claimed to have drastically cut down
smoking, Davidson said
“The program has been a real suc-
cess,” he said.
“Many college campuses are
developing programs to help stu-
dents quit smoking now before it
gets harder,” said Kathy Drea, direc-
tor of public policy for The
American Lung Association.
Drea said that she has seen many
benefits from such  programs and a
good turnout among students
nationwide.
“The Freedom From Smoking
program got its start in the 1980s,”
Drea said. “With the rising numbers
in smokers across college campuses
and high schools reaching 35 per-
cent, it’s good to see smoking cessa-
tion programs being sponsored by
colleges everywhere.”
Any students who are interested in
joining the Freedom from Smoking
program being held at Eastern’s
Health Education Resource Center
should contact Nichole Forsythe,
alcohol education coordinator, at
581-7786 by Sept. 10.
Faculty and staff interested in
quitting smoking can contact The
American Lung Association of
Illinois at 217-787-5864 for more
information.
Kate Mitchell / Associate photo editor
Asmoker for six years, Dina Tenuto, a junior merchandising major, smokes a cig-
arette Tuesday evening outside the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. I have
tried to quit smoking in the past and nothing has ever been successful, Tenuto
said.
Eight-week course aims to help smokers kick habit
through encouragement and group support
The program has been a real
success.
Eric Davidson,
assitant director of health education
and promotion
“
”
County finding new
suspects in murder case
Eastern students made up most of the
public who attended the Anthony
Mertz  pre-trial conference Aug. 29 in
order to observe criminal justice pro-
ceedings surrounding the man accused
of murdering Shannon McNamara. I
attended along with many of my crimi-
nology students. With the exception of a
Times-Courier journalist and Father
Chris of the Newman Center, everyone
unaffiliated with the criminal justice sys-
tem stood with legs apart in order to be
scrutinized by a hand-held metal detec-
tor. Each time the detector’s alarm went
off, proof of innocence had to be sup-
plied to the sheriff ’s department regard-
ing the offending item. Sunglasses with
metal frames, eyeglasses, belt buckles,
etc. had to be revealed.
When did Shannon’s mourners and
supporters become suspect enough to
require such surveillance at Mertz’ trial?
As far as I could tell, the metal detector
discovered no dangers or threats since no
one was turned away from the courtroom.
Still, something seems amiss when
Mertz can be the trigger to the surveil-
lance of Eastern’s students and of at least
one of Eastern’s professors in Coles
County.The type of surveillance I
observed at the courthouse resembles a
Terry Stop (a stop and frisk or patdown).
In order for a Terry Stop to be conduct-
ed legally, a law enforcement officer must
have reasonable suspicion that a particu-
lar individual or individuals are about to
commit a crime or that such identifiable
individuals may pose a danger to the
officer by concealing a weapon. So far,
the Constitution has provided legal pro-
tection to gatherings of citizens (groups)
from being stopped and frisked.
As we enter an age of surveillance
where even Coles County plans to
install equipment to scrutinize every cit-
izen entering its county seat, whether
that individual wishes to pay his or her
property taxes or is participating in the
criminal justice process, we must take
this opportunity to critically reflect on
the effectiveness of this surveillance and
its impact on our democracy as well as
on our community’s atmosphere. For
example, has anyone assessed the evi-
dence leading up to the decision to
install such equipment? Has anyone
questioned whether such surveillance
sets a tone of overall distrust of others
that will carry into the community?
Does the criminal justice system at the
courthouse so mistrust us that we, in
turn, will come to mistrust ourselves,
each other, and our system of justice?
Basically, is such surveillance effective?
Diane Schaefer
Sociology and anthropology professor
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
I
had a friend in high school
named Jaime — one of the
smartest kids in class,
funny, a little dorky, but
genuine. I sort of lost touch with
him after we graduated. There
were a couple phone calls over
the years, but not much else.
This summer, while sitting at
work bored out of my skull, I
decided to run a search for him
over the Internet. Found out he’s now with one of the top, cut-
ting-edge computer gaming companies in the world and is a
lead programmer on Halo, one of the most anticipated games of
the last few years. He’s sort of a celebrity in the gaming world.
I also had a friend named Carrie. We lived in the same
neighborhood, and went out together once or twice. She had a
sly smile and a mischievous streak.This past weekend a couple
of old buddies told me she’s unemployed and living with a guy
who isn’t the father of her child.
High school doesn’t seem that long ago. For me, it’s a bit fur-
ther away than it is for most of us, but I’m 23 and graduated in
1995. But when you hear about people you once were close to
and where they are now, you wonder how life’s paths could have
diverged so sharply in such a relatively short time.
Back in 11th grade, none of us knew where we were going.
We could sort of guess about the others, like the star football
player. We just knew he was going to find fame on a college
gridiron somewhere.
Except the college football star from my time in high school
is pulling a bid in Statesville on drug charges right now.
And we all secretly believed the quiet, introverted kid in the
corner wasn’t going to make much out of himself. He’s design-
ing space shuttle engines now.
Me and my two buddies related the outcome of every per-
son we could think of and knew
about. Sometimes there were sur-
prises and sometimes there
weren’t. But as I sat there telling
them about this guy Julius who
went on to become a model for
black men’s hair products, I
stopped.
“I wonder what everyone’s say-
ing about us?” I asked them.
One of them is working in a
factory right now.The other is finishing his college degree at
home because his girlfriend will deliver their daughter in
November. And I’m here as a fourth-year junior.
Did I think I’d be here now? No. Did others? I don’t know.
But I know there’s people out there, people I sat next to in his-
tory or English or algebra, who are saying, “Hey, did you hear
about Matt Neistein?”
Ninety-five percent of students here at Eastern are between
the ages of 18 and 22. For some, high school was last spring. For
me, it was six years ago. It doesn’t matter, though, because we all
start making tracks the minute we get that diploma.
We become stories of success and lessons in failure. We
become famous or we fade into the crowd. People will know
and people will remember.
Many of us think what we do and where are lives are going
right now doesn’t matter much in the big picture. I know writ-
ing this column isn’t going to move the Earth. Jaime’s career
probably won’t revolutionize the world as we know it.
But it will get him a phone call from an old friend who
wants to tell him congratulations, and for most of us, that’s pret-
ty damn good.
Our legacies start now
“We become 
stories of success
and lessons in 
failure. People will
know and people
will remember.”Matt Neistein
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Matt Neistein is a junior journalism major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
mtneistein@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to cdsiev-
ers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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W
ith the vast majority of students
descending on Charleston from many
other parts of the country, it is natural
that many of them will find some
things different here than back home.
In fact, it has been a recurring joke around those not
native to Charleston that “there is something in the
water.”
However, one student
leader has taken initiative
to make the drinking
water available to students
more palatable — but this
initiative is not needed.
Daryl Jones, student vice president for public affairs,
announced last week he would try to get water purifica-
tion vending machines on campus, which would pro-
vide students with a gallon of purified water for about
25 cents.
The addition of the systems to residence halls, if
possible, would be a waste of money to the university.
It is a well-known fact among those who drink
Charleston water that the water does not always taste
too good, but the city is taking steps to improve some
of the elements that contribute to less-palatable water.
Two years from now, Charleston’s water will taste
clean. Once the water has a desirable taste, the universi-
ty-purchased machines will be of little use and will
make little money.
The city’s attempt at giving city water a better taste
uses a new filtration system that  filters water from
Lake Charleston, the city’s primary water source, using
ozone and activated carbon.
City Manager Bill Riebe said this new filtration sys-
tem is the same type of filtration that is used in the
water-purifying vending machines that Jones wants
installed in residence halls.
The addition of water-purifying vending machines
will provide students with filtered for only a two-year
period until a city-wide water filtration system is
brought online.
Eastern officials should think twice about bringing
the proposed water filtration vending machines to cam-
pus because, with a little patience, the city soon will
provide better tasting drinking water to its residents.
Water filters
can wait
Filtration plan leaves
a bad taste
Jones’ idea not a bad one, but
poorly timed as the city is 
working on a similar treatment.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Happy 21st,
Beth!
Put down the Dew and
grab a BREW!
Love, Emily, Marci and Traci
It’s
Waffle Cone
Wednesday
at
Wednesday is Ladies Nite @
$2 22oz MILLER LITE BOTTLES 
NEW! HOOCH HARD LEMONADE
ON TAP!
featur
ing a
CRAZY PARTYIN’
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Thursday, September 6th
5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Informal Rush
Celebrating 100 Years of Brotherhood
Enjoy hamburgers, hotdogs, and pop with the men of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
(Red Brick House off of Greek Court)
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Wednesday
approved two resolutions and met
with representatives from the physi-
cal plant.
One of the resolutions concerned
hiring practices, a topic which came
to the forefront as the result of for-
mer President Carol Surles’ appoint-
ment of Jill Nilsen as interim vice
president for external relations.
In the end, the resolution was
approved with two senate members
voting against it.
The resolution calls for both the
Eastern’s Board of Trustees and the
university president to uphold both
the principle and the spirit of shared
governance in the hiring of adminis-
trators.
“The Faculty Senate of Eastern
Illinois University calls upon the
Board of Trustees and the president
to ensure that procedures consistent
with the principle and the spirit of
shared governance be followed in
recruiting and appointing adminis-
trative officers as well as in imple-
menting any and all changes in the
structure and organization of the
institution,” the resolution states.
The first draft of the resolution
was discussed last week, but time
constraints prevented a vote on the
issue. Tuesday the wording of the
second draft was debated along with
whether sending a resolution was the
proper course of action.
Some senate members were in
favor of sending a letter to the board
instead of drafting a resolution.
John Best, a senate member, said
a letter could be informative without
being seen as declarative.
“A letter gives them a chance to
actually respond back,” Best said.
The senate also passed a resolu-
tion recognizing the accomplish-
ments of Surles’ tenure as president.
The resolution noted Eastern’s
enhanced visibility and prestige
among the Illinois Board of Higher
Education, the state legislature and
the governor. The resolution also
noted the increased funding Surles’
acquired and commended her for her
service and dedication to the univer-
sity.
The senate also met with Carol
Strode, assistant director of the
Physical Plant and other representa-
tives from the Physical Plant staff.
Senate approves resolutions Students interested in pure water
By Aaron Swiercz
Student government editor
Some students are in favor of one
student senate member’s idea to
begin a water purification program
in the residence halls, but the city
also has plans to improve city tapwa-
ter in the future.
Daryl Jones, student vice presi-
dent for public affairs, is collecting
information on starting a water
purification program in the resi-
dence halls. Jones said he wants
vending machines placed in the halls
that would allow residents to buy
purified water by the gallon, much
like the machines at grocery stores.
The rate also would be similar, he
said. The water would cost students
about 25 to 50 cents per gallon.
“I know when I lived in the resi-
dence halls, I would buy water out of
the vending machines for a dollar a
bottle,” Jones said. “With this pro-
gram, students wouldn’t have to
leave the hall, and they could get a
gallon for a quarter.”
The City of Charleston is already
implementing a program to improve
water quality, said City Manager Bill
Riebe.
“The new water plant that we’re
building is specifically targeted at
eliminating taste and odor from the
tapwater,” Riebe said. “The plant
utilizes ozone and granular-activat-
ed carbon in its filtration process, the
same things used by the vending
machines in the stores.”
Riebe said the plant will be up
and running within the next two
years.
“I won’t say the university
shouldn’t pursue this program. I’d
just hate to see them put money
toward this that they could use for
something else,” he said.
Many particulars still need to be
looked into before the residence
halls can be equipped with these
machines, including the vending
machine contract the school has
with Pepsi, but students’ reaction
overall has been very receptive.
“The water here tastes kind of
fishy,” said Scott Butler, a junior
journalism major. “It never really
bothers me because I’m cheap, but
there are some yuppies on this cam-
pus who can’t drink anything but
bottled water.”
However, Butler said if the facili-
ties were available, he would defi-
nitely take advantage of them.
“I think it is a great idea regard-
less. The water still tastes funny, and
if I had the stuff available, I would
definitely use it,” he said.
His statements were echoed by
Leo Cromwell, a sophomore sports
medicine major.
“I would definitely pay for it if it
was available in the dorm,”
Cromwell said. “You could even
divide the cost of the machine
between the people who live here
and get the most advantage out of it
being close.”
The timeless question of money
has some thinking about the value of
the machines.
“Most of the people I have talked
to have accepted the idea but are
concerned about it raising their
housing costs,” said Kristen
Wooden, student senate member.
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
September is National Alcohol
and Drug Addiction Recovery
Month, said Janice Lowe, an Illinois
Network to Organize the
Understanding of Community
Health (InTouch) Specialist, of the
Central East Alcoholism and Drug
(CEAD) Council.
The theme for this year’s
Recovery Month is “We Recover
Together: Family, Friends and
Community,” Lowe said.
Recovery Month exists “to raise
awareness of recovery issues,” Lowe
said.
It is important to raise awareness
in the community that people with
addiction need support and available
treatment options, Lowe said. It also
exists to let Congress know that ser-
vices need to be available and they
need to be timely, she said.
The expenses of untreated addic-
tion are not measurable, Lowe said.
According to the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration (SAMHSA), in the
United States untreated addiction
costs $276 billion, which works out
to $1,050 per year for every person in
the country, Lowe said.
These costs are just the measur-
able ones such as medical expenses,
time away from work and court time,
Lowe said.
“The cost of addiction and
untreated addiction is far-reaching,”
Lowe said.
Comparatively, all in need of
treatment could receive it for as little
as $45 per year, Lowe said.
The CEAD Council was incor-
porated in 1972 as a network for ser-
vices and prevention efforts, said
Michelle Eaton, CEAD prevention
coordinator. It is funded through
federal and state funds.
Facilities include adult and ado-
lescent residential services, adult and
adolescent outpatient services, inten-
sive outpatient services, an adolescent
recovery home, women’s services, a
prevention office and OASA/DCFS
(Office of Alcoholism and Substance
Abuse/Department of Children and
Family Services) Initiative. Facilities
are located in Charleston, Mattoon
and the surrounding area,Eaton said.
Prevention offers several services
including driving under the influ-
ence evaluation and risk education as
well as prevention resources, Eaton
said.
The CEAD Council also spon-
sors other awareness months and
weeks, such as Red Ribbon Week in
October, National Drunk and Drug
Driving Prevention Month (3-D
Month) in December and Alcohol
Awareness Month in April, Eaton
said.
Council helping to promote National Alcohol and Drug Addiction Recovery Month
Student VP Jones seeks purification system for dorms
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Recycling pays off
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
Anyone on campus could win an
award for recycling. All they have to
do is not have any recyclable items
in their wastebaskets when Allan
Rathe comes around to check.
Rathe, Eastern’s recycling coor-
dinator, began this program two
years ago to encourage people to
recycle.
Any place on campus, except for
dorm rooms, could be randomly
visited on any given day, Rathe said.
Students who work on campus are
eligible as well.
“The faculty, staff and students
do a really good job of recycling,” he
said.
As a result of Eastern’s recycling
program, there were 374.42 tons of
paper and cardboard recycled on
Eastern’s campus last year. Rathe
said he has set a goal of 400 tons for
the coming year.
Currently, there are recycling
containers around the campus for
paper, cardboard, aluminum cans,
plastic bottles and printer cartridge
containers, said Carol Strode, inter-
im director of facilities, planning
and management.
“We have recycling containers in
all the residence halls, as well as
Greek Court,” Rathe said.
For the coming year, Eastern is
trying to expand the programs to
collect more recyclable material,
Strode said.
“We need the assistance of all
faculty, staff and students on cam-
pus to accomplish this goal,” she
said.
Rathe said he used statistics
from the Environmental Systems of
America Web site to figure out that
Eastern’s recycling of 374.42 tons of
paper and cardboard has saved
6,365 trees, 2,620,940 gallons of
water, 22,465.2 kilowatt hours of
electricity, and 1,123.26 cubic yards
of landfill space.
Eastern has received several
awards in the past for its recycling
program, Strode said.
Awards from last year include
the 2000 EPA Waste Wise
University/College Program
Champion award and the 2000
NRC Outstanding School Program
from the National Recycling
Coalition, Inc., Strode said.
Compared to other schools,
Eastern’s recycling program has
done pretty well, although it is hard
to compare to larger schools, such as
the University of Illinois, Rathe
said.
Wood will announce bid for governor
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Lt.
Gov. Corinne Wood has decided
to run for governor and will make
a formal announcement Sunday,
sources within her office said
Tuesday.
She will become the third
Republican in the race, setting up
Illinois’ biggest GOP primary bat-
tle in decades. Wood, Attorney
General Jim Ryan and state Sen.
Patrick O’Malley run the risk of
weakening one another so much
that Democrats win the governor’s
race for the first time since 1972.
Officially, Wood’s office will
only say that she plans a major
announcement Sunday afternoon
in Chicago, followed by appear-
ances around the state on Monday.
But sources, speaking on condition
that they not be named, confirmed
that the announcement would be a
run for governor.
Wood did not hide her interest
in the job.
“My experience as lieutenant
governor gives me the qualifica-
tions, obviously — more so than
any other candidate,” she said in a
telephone interview Tuesday.
“As much as some people would
like to anoint a candidate, the fact
is we are a democracy and the peo-
ple get to vote. What I’m hearing
from a lot of people is that they
want a choice in the primary,”
Wood said.
Wood was a state representative
for one term before Gov. George
Ryan asked her to be his running
mate in 1998.
A breast cancer survivor, she
has made women’s health a top
issue as lieutenant governor. She
supports abortion rights, unlike
Jim Ryan and O’Malley.
The three-way contest is
Illinois’ largest Republican prima-
ry in decades, and Wood’s entry
takes advantage of divisions within
the party.
Some Republican leaders have
made it known that they would
not support the attorney general’s
candidacy and even looked to lure
former Gov. Jim Edgar to come
out of retirement, although he
refused.
Wood has been raising money
for a gubernatorial bid but did not
publicly consider running until the
governor announced Aug. 8 that
he would not seek another term.
Her announcement will not
come until the weekend, but she
made her decision weeks ago, and
started hiring prominent cam-
paign staff and lining up support
from Republican county chairmen,
the Chicago Tribune reported in
Monday’s editions.
Secretary of State asks Ill Supreme Court to postpone
tie-breaking process in political remapping
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The
day before he was to break a dead-
lock over legislative boundaries
that will govern Illinois politics for
the next decade, Secretary of State
Jesse White asked for legal per-
mission to delay the job.
White asked the Illinois
Supreme Court to postpone the
tie-breaking process, arguing that
it makes no sense to go forward
when the system is being chal-
lenged in court.
“Why go through the proce-
dure if it’s moot or irrelevant?”
asked White’s spokesman Dave
Druker.
Illinois House and Senate dis-
tricts must be redrawn every 10
years to reflect changes in popula-
tion. The Legislature failed to do
that this spring, and a special com-
mission appointed to do the job
has also deadlocked.
The Illinois Constitution now
requires White to choose a tie-
breaking ninth member of the
commission. White is schedule to
pull the member’s name out of a
hat — a replica of Abraham
Lincoln’s stovepipe hat —
Wednesday morning at the Old
State Capitol.
But lawsuits in federal and state
court question whether the use of
random chance in such a vital issue
is constitutional.
One lawsuit by Republican
lawmakers began in federal court.
Another, filed by people with
Democratic ties, began at the
Democrat-dominated state
Supreme Court but was trans-
ferred to federal court. Another
state lawsuit was dismissed, but
the Democratic plaintiffs asked
the court Tuesday to reconsider.
White argues that those legal
challenges “have cast a constitu-
tional cloud” over his job of pick-
ing the tie-breaking commission
member.
A short delay in the selection of
a tiebreaker will not hurt anyone,
he argued, but going forward and
then having the system overturned
could mean “the ultimate outcome
of the redistricting process may be
subject to criticism as being politi-
cally tainted.”
Negotiations fail, Teachers strike
MENDOTA (AP) — Teachers
in the Bureau Valley school district
and elementary school teachers in
Mendota walked picket lines
Tuesday after weekend negotiating
sessions in both districts failed.
Negotiators for the Bureau
Valley Education Association have
been arguing with the Board of
Education over salary, health insur-
ance and class sizes. In Mendota,
salary, health insurance and retire-
ment are the issues for teachers in
Elementary District 289.
Mendota’s 86 elementary
school teachers went on strike after
a 14-hour contract negotiating ses-
sion, which ended at 5:15 a.m.
Tuesday. Students had attended
classes in the district’s three schools
for three days before the strike.
“It was a hard thing to do to the
kids and to the parents, but it was
just something we felt we had to
do,” said Erin Heiman, president
of the Mendota Education
Association.
No new talks were scheduled.
The strike affects about 1,200
students in Mendota, Triumph,
Troy Grove, Compton and West
Brooklyn in northwestern LaSalle
and southeastern Lee counties.
Superintendent Bob Chinn
called the strike “unfortunate” in a
news release, and said the Board of
Education “took every step possi-
ble to avoid this regrettable situa-
tion.”
In northern Illinois, about
1,400 students in Bureau Valley’s
six schools attended classes for five
days before the walkout. Classes
were canceled Tuesday.
“We’re trying to get this
resolved and school back in ses-
sion,” Superintendent Dennis
Thompson said.
The teachers union voted to
strike on Friday after rejecting a
proposal from the Board of
Education. The vote to strike was
97 to 6, union spokesman Larry
McBride said.
“The teachers felt, between
what we’re asking for and what the
board wanted, there was quite a
difference,” McBride said. “The
strike was the only option.”
No new talks were scheduled.
For fourth consecutive year fewer students apply to med schools
CHICAGO (AP) —
Applications to the nation’s med-
ical schools fell 3.7 percent in 2000
in the fourth straight year of
decline.
Attractive jobs in dot-coms and
information technology, along with
the prospect of big medical school
debts, may be among the reasons
for the decline, said Barbara
Barzansky, secretary of the
American Medical Association’s
medical education council and
author of the report.
Add the increased paperwork,
regulations and concerns that have
come with managed care and, she
said, “it’s not as friendly an envi-
ronment as it used to be.”
The decline appears to be level-
ing off; it was 6 percent in 1999.
The applicant pool last year
totaled 37,092. It included 17,274
women, a 0.9 percent drop from
1999, the report found. The num-
ber of minorities climbed 2 percent
to 4,266.
Despite the drop in applicants,
“there are still more than twice as
many applicants as there are places”
for them, said Dr. Jordan Cohen,
president of the Association of
American Medical Colleges.
The report, published in
Wednesday’s Journal of the
American Medical Association,
also found that the number of
patients available to participate in
clinical teaching during 2000-01
decreased in almost half the
nation’s 125 medical schools.
Some experts say managed care
is partly to blame. Insurance com-
panies may be steering patients
away from teaching hospitals
because the care there can be more
expensive, Barzansky said.
The shortage may help explain
the results of two other new studies
in the same journal that suggest
that some medical schools may not
be adequately preparing students to
deal with common problems and
procedures.
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and cooling problems.
In the past, part of the problem
was attracting funding for mainte-
nance projects, Reed said. “There’s
nothing romantic about putting
your name on a steam tunnel for a
politician,” he said.
Steve Shrake, architect for the
physical plant, also addressed issues
concerning the Campus Master
Plan.
“It’s a guideline — things are
going to change,” Shrake said.
The plan paints the future with a
“broad brush stroke” and many of
the details are not there, Shrake said.
“It’s a direction we should be moving
towards.”
As each new crease of the master
plan unfolds, the details that have yet
to be sorted out can cause problems.
Parking is one of those details.
Over the summer, parking along
Fourth Street on campus was
removed and senate member Gary
Canivez, psychology professor, said
the elimination of those spaces has
forced some faculty members to
park much further away in a lot
behind Lantz Gym.
The master plan shows a convo-
cation center with adjacent parking
lots being placed east of Fourth
Street, which would alleviate the
recently lost parking on Fourth
Street. However, Eastern has yet to
receive any funding to build the cen-
ter, a long-term goal of the universi-
ty that may not be addressed for
another 20 years.
Other future projects may also
affect parking. The new Doudna
Fine Arts building will have a domi-
no effect on campus parking. To
facilitate the new arts center, a new
clinical services building will be built
between Thomas and Klehm halls
on what is now  a parking lot. In
order to compensate for lost spaces,
the parking lot east of Taylor Hall
will be expanded.
In addition, a planned expansion
of the Tarble Arts Center will elim-
inate several spaces near Ninth
Street.
Climate
from Page 1
Many residents have thrown gravel
in to the drainage ditches in order
to provide more parking, Cougill
said.
When it rains, lawns are torn up
by people who are trying to drive
vehicles out of the mud, he said.
Construction on the drainage
systems is not scheduled to begin
for another year and a half. Cougill
wants to ensure the safety of resi-
dents along the three streets in the
event that emergency vehicles need
to get through in the meantime.
Don’t expect to see tickets right
away, Sims said.
“There will be a grace period
(before ticketing), but it won’t be
that long,” she said.
The Council also approved the
closing of streets for the 2001
Eastern Homecoming parade
route.
As of Tuesday’s meeting, the
Council officially announced its
partnership with Mattoon in
achieving disaster mitigation,
response and recovery goals
through project Impact, a disaster-
relief program.
In the event of a disaster, most
commonly tornadoes or flooding,
money will be provided by the
Impact organization to provide
money for disaster relief.
As part of the agreement,
Charleston city officials have an
obligation to offer assistance to
Mattoon in the event of a disaster
in the city. In turn, Mattoon has a
similar obligation to Charleston.
“I don’t mean to be gruesome,
but let’s assume a plane is coming
into Coles County Airport and
crashes,” he said. “Trailers would
come to provide portable morgues
because Coles County can’t handle
that many bodies (in our
morgues.)”
The program also shows peo-
ple how to protect life in general.
The Impact program gives people
instruction on how to build torna-
do shelters, Cougill said.
The Council moved on to dis-
cuss the improvements of Lake
Charleston’s banks and the sur-
rounding area.
The lake’s ecosystem should
benefit from another 750 feet of rip
rap, or a rock bank, along a portion
of the water to prevent the dirt
from landsliding in, Sims said.
Sims also would like to improve
the lake’s aesthetics by providing
more garbage cans.
“I spent half-an-hour trying to
clean up the other day,” Sims said.
City Council
from Page 1
education major, said she wasn’t
nervous about giving blood. “I try
to think of all the people I’m help-
ing,” she said.
Torbeck said every unit of
blood has the potential to save
three lives.
“The American Red Cross
exists solely to collect, test, process
and distribute blood products,”
she said. “The bottom line is sav-
ing lives.That’s all we care about.”
The whole process took about
45 minutes, McMahan said.
Volunteers had to fill out a
questionnaire, get their finger
pricked to determine if the iron
level in their blood was high
enough to donate and then take a
seat in a bed to have their blood
drawn. The process of drawing
blood took about 20 minutes.
Each donor had a different
experience, some claiming it did-
n’t hurt at all and others saying
they felt a slight pain throughout
the process.
“It pinches a little, but it’s not
bad,” said Matt Born, a freshman
English major. He said he came
because of the free t-shirt.
The t-shirt, emblazed with the
slogan, “See Pete. See Pete drive.
See Pete crash. For Pete’s sake,
give blood,” was given to donors,
along with Papa John’s pizza,
Kool-Aid and other snacks.
Matt Sidarous, a freshman
psychology major and first-time
donor, admitted he was a little
nervous, but he said it was a good
experience.
“I feel better (now) than when
I came in here,” he said.
The next blood drive will be
held Oct. 11. To students nervous
about donating blood, Born said,
“Suck it up, and quit being a
wuss.”
Jessica Craig, a volunteer and
donor at the event, advised ner-
vous students to “look past your
fear and think about all the people
you could help with your dona-
tion.”
Blood drive
from Page 1
Illinois schoolchildren still
meeting higher standards
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The
percentage of Illinois schoolchild-
ren meeting state mathematics
standards rose at three grade lev-
els for the second year in a row,
figures released Tuesday show.
Still, only half of eighth-
graders meet or exceed math
goals as measured by the Illinois
Standards Achievement Test,
compared to 74 percent of third-
graders and 61 percent of fifth-
graders.
At the same time, there was
little improvement in the percent-
age of students at all grade levels
who met reading and writing
goals. And state schools
Superintendent Glenn “Max”
McGee pointed out a glaring
achievement gap between whites
and minorities and middle-class
and poor children.
“We have some nice move-
ment in mathematics. We also
have a serious achievement gap
we need to address,” McGee said
at a state Capitol news confer-
ence.
While 64 percent of whites
meet state standards in eighth-
grade math, only 19 percent of
blacks and 29 percent of
Hispanics do. Only 24 percent of
low-income students meet eight-
grade standards while 61 percent
of middle- and upper-class pupils
do.
The achievement gap is an
old, worldwide problem,
University of Chicago researcher
Larry Hedges said. He said at the
present rate, it could take another
50 years to erase the problem in
the U.S.
“Poor kids are disadvantaged
before they ever get into school by
lack of access to various other
kinds of educational situations,
and when they do get into school,
they often are in schools that are
in various ways not as good as the
schools of kids from wealthier
families,” Hedges said.
Although McGee will step
down when his three-year con-
tract ends in December, the
attention he and others have
drawn to the gap could intensify
debate among lawmakers about
addressing inequities in the
school funding formula.
A state effort to try to make
class sizes smaller to give kids
more individual teacher attention
has decreased average class size.
But an Associated Press analysis
last month showed that most
schools that had high rates of
poverty and minorities among
students had larger-than-average
class sizes.
Doctors: Children feel at adult pain levels
CHICAGO (AP) — Children
feel pain as much as adults do, and
doctors are needlessly letting them
suffer, the nation’s largest group of
pediatricians says.
A new policy statement issued
jointly by the American Academy
of Pediatrics and the American
Pain Society says doctors should do
more to relieve youngsters’ pain
from injuries, illnesses and medical
procedures.
While there is extensive litera-
ture describing how to evaluate and
treat acute pain in children, doctors
have not done as much as they
should to prevent or relieve that
discomfort for several reasons,
including a misconception that
youngsters don’t feel pain as adults
do, the statement says.
Other factors cited include doc-
tors’ lack of training to evaluate
pain in children, fears about side
effects of pain medication, and the
belief among some health care
workers that pain builds character.
“Children are needlessly suffer-
ing,” said Dr. Michael Ashburn,
APS president and director of pain
programs at the University of
Utah. “Poorly treated pain follow-
ing a procedure can lead to pro-
longed healing and make children
at a higher risk for adverse side
affects.”
The statement appears in the
September issue of the journal
Pediatrics.
The two groups began working
on the statement in 1995, after
health care professionals realized
children’s pain was undertreated
and after new techniques to assess
pain were developed, said Dr.
Joseph Hagan, a Vermont pediatri-
cian and chairman of the AAP
committee that wrote the state-
ment.
Pain in children with long-term
illnesses can cause stress that weak-
ens their immune systems, result-
ing in a slower recovery, said June
Dahl, a professor at the University
of Wisconsin Medical School and
a pain specialist. But when a
youngster has cancer, for example,
the focus often is on keeping the
child alive, she said.
“The pain gets lost in the shuf-
fle,” Dahl said.
During minor procedures such
as getting a shot, most children do
not have the same ability as adults
to calm themselves when they feel
pain, Ashburn said.
The AAP and APS suggest that
doctors create a soothing environ-
ment and involve parents.
“If you wait until you start pok-
ing the child with needles, it’s too
late,” Ashburn said.
Hiring @ Just Spences’ 1148 6th
St  2PT workers. Apply in Person.
________________________9/6
Assistant PT computer/office exp.
Exciting Magazine Company.
Hair/Makeup artist skill a plus.
345-2200.
________________________9/6
Unique new women’s product.
Local distributors URGENTLY
needed! Home based business.
Unlimited earning opportunity.
800-770-2113.
_______________________9/11
Access to computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543. www.Money-
Dreams.com
_______________________9/14
Lunchtime wait staff needed 11 to
1. Apply at Wrangler’s Roast
Beef. 703 W. Lincoln.
_______________________9/14
Farm help needed. Experience
preferred. Possible morning
hours. Leave message on
machine. 348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant. Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30. Local
references a must!  Prefer Early
Childhood Major. Please call 345-
6457. Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007. endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home set-
ting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion. FT/PT
positions available for multiple
shifts with flexible scheduling. 1st,
2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program. FT
includes full benefits pkg. If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in per-
son at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00 
2 BR 1.5 Bath newly remodeled.
Close to Charleston Square
$450/month plus deposit. 348-
7921 or 528-6382
________________________9/5
For Rent clean 2 br , spacious, 2
blocks from campus, furn, water
incl. $400/mo. 840-4656 (cell
phone).
________________________9\6
Apt for Rent. Spacious one BR,
OSP, Central heat/ air. Utilities
included. $450/month  348-7987.
________________________9/7
Large, clean 4 BR house. 1530
2nd St. $230/person. 345-2564
_______________________9/11
1 Bedroom House Near Campus.
Available Now. 345-4010.
_________________________00
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th
St. across from Buzzard. For
more information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
_________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included. NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-
3161.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. FUR-
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study!  No
pets. McArthur Manor
Apartments. 345-2231
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________00
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________00
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus. AC, carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease. 345-
3232 day.
_________________________01
1 bdrm apt. close to EIU Ex condi-
tion, central air, No Pets. 345-
7286.
_________________________01
Roomate needed for fall and
spring semester, call (217)512-
8022.
________________________9/7
FSDorm sized refrigerator. $50.
Phone 348-7746.
________________________9/5
Loft for sale. Full size mattress. 5
feet tall. $60.00. Bobby 348-9366
________________________9/5
Black iron queen futon with extra
cover and pillows $150. Computer
Desk $30. Call 345-0810.
________________________9/7
Men’s mountain bike (MOAB)- like
new. Metallic green, approximate-
ly 1 year old. $900 new,
ASKING PRICE $400
Please call for more information.
348-1360 after 6pm (machine)
_______________________9/11
VIACREME. Unique new
woman’s product. Ever since
Viagra for men, women have been
asking “Where’s ours?” 345-2629
_______________________9/12
90 Dodge Ram Van, Removable
seats. A/C, 125k. $2,600. Ken
Bower. 348-6713.
_______________________9/18
Panhellenic Council would like to
invite the ladies of EIU to sign up
for Panhellenic Fall Recruitment.
“GO Greek” registration will be
held in the student life office until
Thursday Sept 6 2001 by 12pm.
_____________________9/5-9/6
Panhellenic Council would like to
invite every woman participating
in Go Greek to join them in the
University Ballroom for a pajama
party at 6pm Wednesday Sept 5.
_____________________9/5-9/6
Happy 21st  Birthday Donnie
Osmond! Love, Your Quasi-
Roommates You are going down!
________________________9/5
Adult female cat needs new
home. She is a 3 year old calico:
vaccinated, declawed,neutered.
Please help. Call Peter at 276-
6896.
_______________________9/10 
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12  
RESERVE YOUR FUNCTION AT
MOTHER’S TODAY!  GREAT
DEALS AND LOTS OF FUN. DJ,
JUICE BAR AND SNACKS
INCLUDED. 345-2171, 9AM-
11AM
_________________________00
DJ  Lee B Studio21  Progressive
Hi- NRG CD NOW available at
STU’S !!!  $8 or order online. e-
mail-  DjLeeB@B96.com.
________________________9/6
CampusClips
Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted Help wanted For rent For rent Announcements Announcements
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8 Wednesday, September 5, 2001
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION.  Family Fun
Festival.  Be sure to turn your volunteer form in to be
“Friend for a Day” at the September 15, 2001 Family Fun
Festival.  Forms are due in 1212 Buzzard Hall by 4:30 Sept.
8, 2001.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Powerlight, tonight at 9:15pm
across 4th from Lawson.  Contemporary Christian music
with praise band F.O.A.M.  A time of worship for everyone.
PersonalsFor sale
Inserters
wanted call The Daily Eastern News @ 581-2812.
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Turf defenders
5Wee, in
Dundee
8What you will
14Like many a
professor
16Ovid work
17Start of a
quote
18Prepares for
further skir-
mishes
19Heathrow fig.
20Off one’s feed
2140’s agcy.
22Quote, part 2
28Suez sight
29Kind of cross
30Makes a 
cat’s-paw of
31To boot
32 “Va-va-va-___!”
34Source of ad-
free TV
36Quote, part 3
40PC key
41Windmill blade
42Ballantine of
Ballantine
Books
45Keystone’s
place
48___ de Calais
49Fully sufficient
51End of the
quote
55For example
56Just discovered
57Go for the gold
58Ham
60Source of the
quote
65Keep
66Ballerina
67Amplifier set-
ting
68Aphid milker
69Bris, e.g.
DOWN
1Hair goop, e.g.
2Sawbones’ org.
3Pince-___
4Show sorrow
5Super bargain
6Juilliard subj.
7Dolt
8Countesses’
husbands
9Something in a
trash heap
10___ man
(everyone)
11Roadway
markings
12Part of the
head
13Bacon bits
15Minor third or
flatted fifth
20Letters of cred-
it?
22Rug rat
23Carnival city
24Heaps
25Station
26Russian urn
27Bounce
33Giant Giant
34Warm-up spot,
for short
35Watergate and
others
37Nuclear fission
discoverer Otto
38Like the Great
Plains
39Pound’s
sounds
43The Lion of
God
44Bottom line
45Defend, as
one’s rights
46Gadabout
47Rancher’s nui-
sance
48Nave bench
50Ralph of “Kiss
Me Deadly”
52Newsman
Roger
53Phileas Fogg’s
creator
54___-gardism
59Slot filler
60AZT approver
61Did a 10K, e.g.
62Him, to Henri
63Believer
64Alumna bio
word
ANSWER TO MONDAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Richard Hughes
No. 0725
S W I P E L A R D C H A R
L I N E R O G E E O A T H
A F I R E C O M M U N I T Y
B E T A L A N I E R K I M
I M P E L T R A D U C E
A R A B I A S T I L E
R O T U N D C A T T H O R
K N E L T N I L P E E V E
S A D A D U O B A R R E N
T R A I N O R I E N T
P I G E O N S T A R O T
A V E S C A L E R R I P S
C O N T A I N E R F A C E T
E R I E N C A R I T A L Y
D Y E D G E N E T E L E X
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35
36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54
55 56 57
58 59 60 61 62 63 64
65 66
67 68 69
Hurry up...
advertise with the 
Daily Eastern News!
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
&stateLocal The Daily Eastern News 9Wednesday, September 5, 2001
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios  *Central Air  *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students  
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people  *Reasonable Utilities  *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC 
APARTMENTS
345-6000
2219 S. 9TH ST.  APT. #17
DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Everyone likes
to write, right?
Join the Daily
Eastern News
Staff. Call Joe
or Michelle at
5 8 1 - 2 8 1 2
Labor Day on North Carolina coast turns tragic
AVON, N.C. (AP) — Summer’s
final holiday weekend was in its
waning hours when Sergei
Zaloukaev and Natalia
Slobodskaya went for an evening
swim off one of North Carolina’s
best-known beaches. It ended grue-
somely when a shark struck them
both.
Zaloukaev, 28, was bitten multi-
ple times, losing his right foot, and
died of blood loss shortly after
Monday’s attack. Rescue crews
said he was in cardiac arrest by the
time they arrived.
Slobodskaya, 23, was in critical
condition at a Norfolk, Va., hospital
Tuesday, breathing with the aid of a
ventilator. She lost her left foot.
Trauma surgeon Dr. Jeffrey
Riblet said he was surprised
Slobodskaya survived: She lost a
massive amount of blood, much of
it from a 12-inch diameter bite on
her left hip — a wound that was
nearly to the bone.
No one saw the attack in the surf
20 to 40 feet off the Cape Hatteras
National Seashore in waist-deep
water. Zaloukaev, who lived with
Slobodskaya in Oakton, Va., is the
first person killed by a shark in
North Carolina since 1957.
It was the nation’s second fatal
shark attack not only of the sum-
mer, but of the weekend. A 10-year-
old boy was killed Saturday off
Virginia Beach, Va., 135 miles to
the north.
George Burgess of the
International Shark Attack File in
Gainesville, Fla., said it was the
first time since 1994 that there had
been two fatal shark attacks in the
United States in the same year.
Burgess said Monday’s attack
was very unusual because North
Carolina reports few shark attacks.
There were five last summer, none
fatal.
He cautioned that the fatalities
did not indicate a trend.
“It’s an average year. We will
very likely fall short of last year’s
figures,” Burgess said.
There have been 52 attacks
worldwide so far this year, three of
them fatal; 41 of the attacks have
been in the United States.
Last year, Burgess said, there
were 84 shark attacks worldwide —
the highest tally of unprovoked
attacks since the ISAF began track-
ing the statistic in 1958. Twelve
were fatal, including one U.S. death
of 53 attacks.
Whatever the numbers, it has
seemed like a particularly bad year
for shark attacks in the United
States.
In early July, 8-year-old Jessie
Arbogast’s right arm was ripped off
by a bull shark off Florida’s Gulf
Coast. His arm was reattached after
a daring rescue by his uncle. The
Mississippi boy remains in a light
coma.
Then came Saturday’s attack on
10-year-old David Peltier near
Virginia Beach. The shark released
the boy after his father hit the shark
on the head. David died hours later
from blood loss.
Mary Doll, a spokeswoman for
the National Park Service, said
there was no sign of sharks before
Monday’s attack.
But Pete Viele of Virginia Beach
said “we saw lots of sharks — big
sharks” as he and a friend took a
sightseeing airplane ride over the
area at the time the attack was
occurring below.
“It’s freaky,” Viele said.
His companion, Sue Bader of
Bethesda, Md., said she thought a
warning should have been posted.
Beaches in the park don’t have life-
guard stands; guards patrol the area
by all-terrain vehicle.
“I don’t care if it hurts tourism,”
Bader said. “Let people know they
are there so they can make their
own choices.”
There were no signs of the
attack on the beach Tuesday and a
few surfers ventured back into the
water. Officials advised swimmers
to be cautious, especially near dusk
and dawn when sharks seek food.
State experiences first shark-attack fatality in more than 40 years
Citibank’s ATM network fails
NEW YORK (AP) —
Citibank’s nationwide system of
2,000 automated teller machines
crashed on Tuesday.
The cause of the outage, which
began at 5 p.m., is still being inves-
tigated.
Citibank spokesman Mark
Rodgers said repair crews were
working to restore power to the
national network late Tuesday.
About 2 million U.S. house-
holds hold consumer banking
accounts at Citibank, he said.
“We are working very hard to
fully identify the current problem
with our systems and restore our
systems as quickly as possible,” he
said. “We are also working to allow
our customers to use other ATMs
to get cash. Certainly we regret any
inconvenience to our customers.”
Citibank said it will waive any
fees its customers incur because of
the outage, including convenience
fees charged by competing banks
whose ATMs are used by Citibank
customers.
Reno enters Florida’s gubernatorial race
MIAMI (AP) — Janet Reno
launched her bid for governor
Tuesday, setting up a potential bat-
tle against the president’s brother
that could be the most closely
watched political contest of 2002.
Even some Democrats, though,
say Reno faces an uphill fight.
The people of Florida want a
governor “who’s not afraid to
make the hard decision, to stand
up for those decisions,” said Reno,
who filed paperwork to open a
campaign account in a bid for the
Democratic nomination.
The campaign seems likely to
resurrect some of the controversy
that marked Reno’s tenure as
President Clinton’s attorney gener-
al, from the cult disaster at Waco
to the seizure of Elian Gonzalez
from the home of his Miami rela-
tives.
But the race will be in the
national spotlight primarily
because of last year’s overtime
election that delivered Florida —
and the presidency — to George
W. Bush, the brother of
Republican Gov. Jeb Bush.
“I’ve spent the last three
months talking to people all across
Florida, and I think they share my
vision for Florida — building the
best educational system in the
country, preserving our environ-
ment, managing our growth and
standing up for our elders,” said
Reno, speaking to reporters out-
side her Miami-Dade County
home.
Some Democrats wonder if the
63-year-old Reno can win. Polls
show her leading the crowded
Democratic primary field but los-
ing to Bush in a general election.
Her backers say she could have
the same populist appeal as former
Democratic Gov. Lawton Chiles,
who won a second term by beat-
ing Bush in 1994 in the closest
gubernatorial race in state history.
“I kind of see her as a Lawton
Chiles in a dress,” former state
Democratic Party Chairman
Charles Whitehead said Tuesday.
“She’s a straight shooter.”
Her supporters say there is no
question Reno is down to earth:
She has spent the last three
months traveling the state in her
pickup truck, telling people about
her trips navigating the state’s
rivers and swamplands.
On her last day as attorney
general, she made a surprise
appearance on Saturday Night
Live to utter the catch phrase the
show created to parody her as a
take-no-guff action hero: “It’s
Reno time!”
Many in the party’s old guard
appear to support Pete Peterson, a
one-time Vietnam prisoner of war
and former Florida congressman.
U.S. Sens. Bill Nelson and Bob
Graham persuaded Peterson to
leave his post as ambassador in
Hanoi to challenge Bush.
Although the two senators are
officially neutral, they visited with
Reno about polling data that indi-
cate she’d have a hard time defeat-
ing Bush.
Tallahassee attorney Dexter
Douglass, one of Chiles’ most
trusted advisers, tried to persuade
Reno to stay out of the race. He
said Republicans would spend
millions to portray her as an out-
of-touch liberal.
“When you get people telling
you that you’re wonderful and
telling you ’I’ll support you,’ it’s
hard not to think you’d win,”
Douglass said.
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Friends
&Co
EVERY WEDNESDAY
IS OPEN MIC
*Starts @ 10:00
*bands and individuals
welcome
*free!
$1.00 pints of MGD
$1.00 pints of
leinenkugels
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Every Wednesday
50¢
$3.ºº
Pitchers
Thurs .  50¢ Old Sty le
Special  Expor t  L ight
Coors Light Drafts
Happy 21 Jackass!
Much Love, 
The Brew CRew
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
White Sox sweep doubleheader against Detroit
CHICAGO (AP) — Sean Lowe
and four relievers combined on a
four-hitter, and Magglio Ordonez
hit a two-run homer as the Chicago
White Sox beat the Detroit Tigers
4-0 Tuesday night to sweep their
doubleheader.
In the first game, Mark Buehrle
(13-7) allowed four hits in eight
innings and the White Sox hit four
solo homers in a 10-1 win.
The Tigers, who ensured a fran-
chise-record eighth consecutive los-
ing season, dropped to 55-82 after
the sweep.
Detroit was shut out for the
fourth time this year and has lost
four straight, scoring only two runs
in that span. 
They could only muster eight hits
on the night.
In the second game, rookies Joe
Crede and Aaron Rowand drove in
runs for Chicago, which has won 12
of 13 games against Detroit and 11
of 15 overall.
Lowe (7-4), who has switched
between the rotation and bullpen
for two months, picked up his first
win as a starter in six tries since
July 24. Lowe allowed two hits and
a walk in five innings.
In the second, Rowand’s double
scored Herbert Perry, and Crede’s
single brought home Royce
Clayton to give Chicago the lead off
Adam Pettyjohn (0-6).
Pettyjohn allowed four runs and
nine hits — including Ordonez’s
28th homer in the fifth — in 5 2-3
innings.
Alan Embree, Kip Wells, Bob
Howry, and Keith Foulke pitched
the last four innings, allowing only
two hits.
In the first game, Buehrle won
for the sixth time in seven deci-
sions, lowering his league-leading
ERA from 3.07 to 2.99. He was
coming off a 3-1 loss Thursday to
Tigers’ rookie Nate Cornejo.
Cornejo (3-2), who had won his
previous three starts, allowed four
runs, five hits and five walks — two
intentional — in 1 1-3 innings. He
threw just 27 of 65 pitches for
strikes.
Clayton, Jose Valentin, Paul
Konerko and Jeff Liefer homered
for the White Sox.
Valentin’s homer and Liefer’s
two-out RBI single put Chicago
ahead in the first, and the White Sox
made it 4-0 in the second on
Ordonez’s RBI double and a bases-
loaded walk to Jose Canseco.
Heath Murray relieved and
escaped a bases-loaded jam, then
allowed Clayton’s homer in the
fifth.
Shane Halter’s RBI single in the
seventh ended Detroit’s 22-inning
scoreless streak.
Singleton’s RBI double and Ray
Durham’s RBI groundout off Adam
Bernero gave Chicago a 7-1 lead in
the bottom half.
Bernero gave up homers to
Konerko and Liefer, and Clayton
added an RBI single.
MIAMI (AP) — Florida’s
Ryan Dempster waited for just
the right moment, then sneaked
up behind teammate Josh
Beckett during a postgame tele-
vision interview and shoved
shaving cream into his face.
Welcome to the big leagues.
“That’s a waste of shaving
cream,” Preston Wilson said.
“He can’t even shave yet.”
Maybe not.
But he sure can pitch. In a
memorable major league debut,
Beckett allowed one hit in six
shutout innings as the Florida
Marlins beat the Chicago Cubs
8-1 Tuesday night.
The 21-year-old right-hander
also doubled and scored as
Florida won for the just the
fifth time in 22 games.
“This was definitely a good
start,” said Beckett, the second
overall pick in the 1999 amateur
draft. “It was fun. I’m ready for
my next one. ... It ’s just a little
surreal right now. It’s going to
take a little while to sink in. It ’s
cool. It really is.”
Wilson had a three-run
homer and Kevin Millar hit his
second career grand slam, pro-
viding plenty of run support for
Beckett (1-0). He struck out
five and walked three.
Beckett signed a $7 million
deal with the Marlins, then pre-
dicted he would pitch in the
2001 All-Star game.
Maybe he could have, but the
organization didn’t want to take
any chances with his talented
arm — especially after shoulder
tendinitis put him on the dis-
abled list twice last season.
He started this season in
Class-A Brevard County, pitch-
ing in warm weather through
the spring. He dominated the
Florida State League, then did
the same thing at Double-A
Portland.
He went 14-1 with a 1.56
ERA in 26 games. He looked
just as masterful against Sammy
Sosa and the Cubs.
“He has some good stuff,”
Chicago’s Rondell White said.
“He pitched great tonight. Give
him credit. I think he’ ll be
around for a while.”
Cubs manager Don Baylor
wasn’t as complementary.
“If you get eight runs, I don’t
care who you have — whether
it ’s a veteran or a rookie,”
Baylor said. “He threw some
pitches to hit. We didn’t hit.”
Sosa was 0-for-3 against
Beckett and finished the night
0-for-4.
Having homered in nine
consecutive series, Sosa will
need to hit one Wednesday to
keep his streak alive.
Against Beckett, he grounded
out in the first, popped out in
the fourth on a 97 mph fastball
and struck out in the sixth.
White had the Cubs’ only hit
off Beckett, a second-inning
single.
Fred McGriff was the only
player to reach second base
against him, getting there on
consecutive walks in the fourth.
But Beckett got Ricky
Gutierrez to fly out, then
retired the side in order in the
fifth.
He walked Delino DeShields
on four pitches to start the
sixth, but struck out two of the
next three batters and got a
standing ovation as he walked
off the field.
The crowd didn’t realize he
had been removed from the
game until Eric Owens pinch-
hit for Beckett in the bottom of
the inning.
Owens was booed loudly
before striking out.
“For his first time, you have
to like what you saw out there. I
did,” said Marlins manager
Tony Perez, who pulled Beckett
after he neared his 90-pitch
limit.
Beckett threw 85 pitches, 54
for strikes.
Wilson hit his 18th homer
of the season in the first inning
off Jon Lieber (17-6), scoring
Derrek Lee and Cliff Floyd.
Lieber allowed seven hits and a
season-high eight runs in five
innings.
Beckett made it 4-0 in the
fifth when he led off with a
bloop double down the right-
field line and scored on Lee’s
sacrifice fly.
The Marlins, who added four
more runs in the fifth on
Millar’s slam, got a brief scare
when Beckett slid awkwardly
into second base and came up
shaking his pitching hand.
“That was a bad slide. It ’s
going to be on bloopers one of
these,” said Beckett, who was
fine after the play.
Millar finished 3-for-4, a
double shy of hitting for the
cycle.
He extended his hitting
streak to nine games with a
first-inning triple. It was his
third triple of the season.
But Millar’s night was over-
shadowed by Beckett’s debut.
“He was in control. Nothing
bothers him,” Perez said.
“He knows what he’s doing.
He knows how to pitch. He
looked like he’s been here a long
time. He looked like a veteran.”
Except for the shaving cream.
Florida Marlins rout Cubs 8-1Martinez tears rotator cuff
BOSTON (AP) — Pedro
Martinez has a minor tear of his
rotator cuff and the three-time Cy
Young Award winner criticized
Boston general manager Dan
Duquette for saying he was healthy.
“What I don’t appreciate is
Duquette saying I’m healthy
because then it is not true,”
Martinez said Tuesday before the
Red Sox played Cleveland. “I’m
going the best that I can to help the
team, but I’m not 100 percent.”
Martinez made two starts since
coming off the disabled list Aug.
26. His next turn in the rotation is
Friday at Yankee Stadium.
Martinez said his arm is sore
and he’d wait until later in the week
to see how he feels.
NFL officials negotions remain stagnant
NEW YORK (AP) — The NFL
and its locked-out officials got
nowhere in negotiations Tuesday,
despite facing a midweek deadline
to reach a deal or go into the regu-
lar season with the replacements
who worked last week’s exhibition
games.
After saying last weekend that
there was a good chance of a deal,
hopes seemed to be fading. Both
sides will meet again Wednesday.
Tom Condon, the chief negotia-
tor for NFL Referees Association,
wouldn’t even describe Tuesday’s
talks as “negotiations” between two
sides that are from 50-75 percent
apart in their salary proposals.
The same opinion came from
the NFL.
“I’m not optimistic because of
how far apart I know we are,”
Dallas owner Jerry Jones said
Tuesday. 
“I’m disappointed, but I’m also
very pleased with how the officials
that are coming in performed this
past weekend. We’ve had a chance
as a league to review each perfor-
mance and overall it was outstand-
ing.”
Jeff Pash, the chief negotiator
for the NFL, said Sunday that
unless there was a deal in place by
“late Wednesday or early
Thursday,” the league would con-
tinue the lockout. Officials would
have to know by then what games
they were to do and make travel
plans.
The NFL also canceled its annu-
al meeting of referees, downfield
officials (field judges, side judges
and back judges) and replay offi-
cials, scheduled for Friday in
Dallas. That meeting always has
been held two days before the sea-
son opens.
High-ranking NFL executives,
speaking on the condition of
anonymity, also have said if there
was no agreement by the start of the
regular season, the lockout was
likely to continue well into the sea-
son.
The replacement officials
already have been guaranteed
$2,000 a game for four games,
regardless of whether they work
them or not.
Perhaps the pessimism is a
favorable omen.
For two weeks, negotiators have
been saying they were optimistic
about reaching an agreement.
That’s been particularly true of
Condon, who has said most negoti-
ations come down to the last
minute.
The NFL has said it won’t add to
its offer that would double the
salaries of most officials by 2003.
The union counters that its
demands are justified because the
officials have been working for the
same salary since 1994.
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The Men of Sigma Nu
would like to invite
y o u
to a cookout at the house!
5pm-9pm Wed.
If you’re reading this...
so are they.
advertise.
Save ribbon cutting cerermony for another construction project
O
ctober is a lonely time
for college baseball
fans. It’s an even more
lonesome time for
college baseball stadiums.
Here at Eastern good intentions
and poor planning have collided in
move that will create a virtual
fortress of solitude. The new base-
ball field, Coaches’ Stadium at
Monier Field, is set to open some-
time in October, but will not host a
game until March.
Thus are the constraints of col-
lege athletics.
As professional baseball enters
its prime, college baseball lies dor-
mant. In most cases, this situation is
both reasonable and acceptable, but
not here.
Sometime in October, Coaches’
Stadium will open, complete with
ribbon cutting, fanfare and many a
thank you addressed to the legisla-
tors and donors who made the con-
struction possible.
The new venue will come com-
plete with all the amenities, includ-
ing a new press box and seat-back
chairs.
The only that missing will be
the baseball.
The 560-seat back chairs will
glimmer in the afternoon sun,
reflecting their superiority over the
rickety bleachers they replaced. But
who will bare witness to their glory?
While every student and faculty
member should want to take a peak
at just one of the projects Eastern is
throwing its cash at, ribbon cutting
ceremonies aren’t known for gener-
ating huge attendance numbers.
The snipping of a ribbon, while
enthralling to administrators and
coaches who see it as a sign of cam-
pus progress, will fail to draw the
same crowd as actual, tangible base-
ball.
Baseball speaks much louder
than words. Coaches’ Stadium
should be introduced to the campus
with more than just a ribbon cut-
ting.
An exhibition game is the
answer.
An inter-gender softball battle
would be interesting, but if getting
both the women’s and men’s teams
to face each other isn’t possible
couldn’t Eastern’s baseball team
play a split-squad game to christen
the new field?
If rounding up the players dur-
ing the off-season isn’t a feasible
option than why not have high
school baseball teams of Charleston
and Mattoon face off in the new
stadium?
If that doesn’t work field two
amateur teams, one made up of stu-
dents and one comprised of faculty
members to battle it out in a 16-
inch softball exhibition. That way
there’s no need for gloves and the
game would certainly be more
interesting than the cutting of any
ribbon.
Timing is everything and by the
time the baseball season starts next
spring, the new stadium will be old
news.
In a perfect world, the Old Main
construction would have been com-
pleted three weeks ago and the new
baseball stadium would be opening
in the spring and not the fall.
Completion dates, however, can’t be
changed.
The way the current schedule is
set, Coaches’ Stadium at Monier
Field will be finished next month,
but only a handful of people will see
its splendor until next spring.
The neatly manicured lawn,
bordered by freshly chalked foul
lines will be just begging to be
played on. The empty stadium will
yearn for the crack of the bat and
the roar of the crowd.
But alas, the new stadium will
see its first snowfall before the first
pop fly falls toward the virgin
infield.
Local baseball fans have so little
to look forward to that an October
exhibition game would be a nice
treat.
Both Illinois and Missouri shall
be barren of baseball in October as
it appears that the Cardinals, Cubs
and White Sox will all fail to make
the post-season.
In October, Comiskey Park,
Wrigley Field and Busch Stadium
will all be empty.
Will Eastern also let its field lay
fallow?
Perhaps not.
It turns out fans may get to see
to some baseball after all. John
Smith, assistant athletic director for
development, said preliminary
plans to open the stadium for
Homecoming weekend are in the
works. Included in the plan is a
alumni game tentatively scheduled
for the Sunday Oct. 13.
It’s not the World Series, but it
will have to do.
Patrick Guinane
Staff writer
e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu
4th and 20
Eastern’s only other two non-
conference opponents aren’t very
formidable either. Indiana State is
arguably one of the worst teams in
the nation, finishing 1-10 last year
and Florida Atlantic never even
had a team until this season.
So, will Eastern students will be
bundled up for playoff football in
November at O’Brien Stadium?
They should, but one let-down, one
bad day at the office against a
mediocre opponent will cost them
that chance.
This team appears to be pretty
good, but my gut tells me a weak
conference schedule and a Saturday
slip up will probably leave Eastern
with another long, Thanksgiving
road trip.
Ruthart
from Page 12
only club squad.
The intensity of the game, the
aggressive mentality of a boxer
and a generally positive attitude
towards winning are the driving
forces that will propel the
Lacrosse club in practice. The
Lacrosse club practices every day
on what it calls the “Tundra,”
located next to Buzzard Hall, at
4:30. Everyone, including women,
are encouraged to try out.
The lacrosse club’s next game
will be played on the “Tundra,”
Sat., Sept. 15 vs. Illinois State and
Western Illinois.
Lacrosse
from Page 12
Cubs’Wood will start on Friday
MIAMI (AP) — Kerry Wood
threw about two dozen pitches off
the mound Tuesday, and Chicago
Cubs manager Don Baylor deemed
the right-hander ready for his first
start in more than a month.
Wood is scheduled to pitch
Friday against Greg Maddux as the
Cubs open a three-game series
against Atlanta at Wrigley Field.
“He felt good ... pain free,”
Baylor said before Chicago’s game
against the Florida Marlins on
Tuesday night.
Wood has been on the disabled
list since Aug. 4 with tendinitis in
his right shoulder. He also had
reconstructive elbow surgery in
1999.
He threw to four different hitters
before batting practice Tuesday, his
fourth mound session in recent
weeks.
Baylor said he will have Wood
on a pitch count against Atlanta.
“Once he gets through a couple
of innings — gets through the jelly
legs — he’ll be fine,” Baylor said.
“He has to control his emotions. He
knows he has about 75-80 pitches.
However he uses them is going to
be up to him.”
Coach: Lloyd brings confidence to Fighting Illini
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (AP) — Even as
Illinois prepared for its home opener
against Northern Illinois, people still were
talking Tuesday about Brandon Lloyd’s
performance against California.
Lloyd piled up 179 yards on eight
catches, including two touchdowns, in
Illinois’ 44-17 victory at California on
Saturday. It was the most receiving yards
for a Fighting Illini since 1984, and earned
Lloyd Big Ten player of the week honors.
And he showed more than his play on
the field — Lloyd was very animated
before and during the game, pumping up
the Illini fans in attendance and hamming
it up before the television cameras.
“He has a great personality,” coach Ron
Turner said of Lloyd. “He talks a lot and
has good confidence. That rubs off on
everyone.
“Yet once the ball kicks off, you better
back it up. He did. And if there was any
doubt among the younger players on the
team, that was eliminated.”
When Illinois and Northern Illinois
play Saturday, Lloyd is clearly one player
on the mind of Huskies coach Joe Novak.
“Brandon Lloyd is a big-time player
and gives them a great dimension at wide
out.” Novak said.
But he is also impressed by Illini quar-
terback Kurt Kittner.
“He is very intelligent and highly accu-
rate in his passing,” Novak said. “They
(Illinois) are one heck of an offensive
team.”
The Illini defense will be paying a lot of
attention to Huskies tailback Thomas
Hammock, who rushed for 177 yards and
one touchdown on 34 carries in the
Huskies’ 20-17 victory over South Florida
last Thursday.
“He is a strong, powerful runner,”
Turner said. “He’s very tough.”
The matchup will be only the third
game played by the two in-state rivals.
Both previous games were won by the
Illini.
Inside
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Pedro Martinez tears his rotator cuff. Page 10
The women’s soccer team man-
aged to hold on for a 2-1 victory over
Loyola-Chicago on Tuesday.
Eastern’s Beth Liesen scored two
goals within the first 50 minutes of
play to put the Panthers up 2-0. A
goal from Michelle Taylon at the 72-
minute mark put an end to Eastern’s
shutout hopes.
The Panthers had nine shots on
goal to
Loyola’s six.
C a r a
LeMaster
had an
assist on
Liesen’s sec-
ond goal.
Her first was unassisted.
With the win, Eastern improves to
2-0, Loyola drops to 0-1-1. The
Panthers will play host to Indiana
State at 4 p.m. on Friday.
The men’s soccer team defeated
Loyola 3-1.
Eastern’s Jason Thompson had
two goals after the Ramblers drew
first blood to take a 1-0 lead.
Dan Flahive scored the Panthers’
final goal
with less
than five
minutes left
to play in
the contest.
With the
win, Eastern
improves to 1-1 and will play host to
Wisconsin-Green Bay on Saturday.
Wednesday, September 5, 2001
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Football team will
take a Thanksgiving
road trip this year
Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu
Extra Innings
T
he Division I-AA foot-
ball season officially
kicked off this weekend
as all but three of the
nation’s Top 25 teams played their
first game of the year. Eastern was
one of the three that weren’t in
action Saturday.
The Panthers open up their sea-
son at home on this weekend
against Indiana State.
Eastern remains ranked No. 10
in the ESPN/USA Today poll, but
dropped from 11th to 12th in the
Sports Network poll, which
receives votes from both the media
and university sports information
directors.
The Panthers finished last sea-
son ranked No. 17 after being
defeated by No. 1 ranked Montana
in the first round of the playoffs.
The early season question this year
is where will Eastern finish in the
polls and will it be good enough to
host a first-round playoff game?
This of course, is assuming the
Panthers will win the Ohio Valley
Conference as they should.
I realize these are high expecta-
tions considering the season hasn’t
started yet. But when the defend-
ing Ohio Valley Conference
champ, Western Kentucky, leaves
the conference, the OVC’s talent
pool drops considerably.
The top 16 teams get into the
four-round bracket for the national
championship.The top eight teams
host first-round games. So what
will it take for the Panthers to bring
a playoff game to O’Brien Stadium
for the first time since 1986? Only
one loss, maybe two if they’re lucky.
Looking at the strength of
Eastern’s 11-game schedule the
only way to ensure a finish in the
Top 8 would be to only lose one
game. With Division I opponent
San Diego State on the schedule,
that may mean going a perfect 10-
0 against I-AA teams.
If Eastern does lose to the
Aztecs, another loss to a I-AA
opponent shouldn’t be enough to
push the Panthers out of the Top 8,
but that’s not a given. What is a
given is that Eastern’s schedule isn’t
all that strong compared to several
other I-AA teams who will face off
against multiple ranked opponents.
The Panthers only ranked foe is
Illinois State, who dropped from
No. 16 to No. 21 after a 48-7 loss
to Western Michigan last weekend.
A weaker OVC this season won’t
help the Panthers much either.
The six other conference school,
combined for 15-27 record in the
OVC a year ago.
See RUTHART Page 11
By Raymond Keeler
Staff Writer
Many people may not know
Eastern has a Lacrosse club. The
club doesn’t have the benefit of
school sponsors or an actual spot
on the school’s athletic roster, it
is a club sport.
Club sports are where every
direction taken by the club is
done by the club. They are man-
aged by a four person group
which includes President Mike
Myers, Vice President Matt
Cooley, Treasurer Jason Lantgen
and Secretary Blake Zinn.
The rest of the club is com-
posed of roughly 30 students
that played football, hockey or
some other sport in high school.
Cooley expressed that those who
are interested don’t need to be
knowledgeable in lacrosse to
play because they, “adhere to
almost one discipline in every
sport.”
Cooley also expressed his
desire for more students to come
to one of the club’s open prac-
tices and “just try it once.”
Last year the club had a 4-5
record, after three winless
semesters, and hopes to improve
that record this year.
“I feel really good about the
year and if we play together we’ll
win some games,” said Senior
mid-fielder Caleb Brandholt.
It is often difficult for the
club to compete with the larger
clubs because of the lack of play-
ers. Many of the clubs that
Eastern plays have between 45-
55 players and are able to sub in
more players.
Another problem the lack of
participants creates is the cost
tends to be expensive. There are
club dues, equipment costs, trav-
el expenses and any other addi-
tional cost that may arise.
“The only reason there are
any costs is because we don’t get
any money from the school
because we are a club sport.” said
Cooley.
Despite the lack of school or
fan support the club has, it con-
tinues to succeed. Freshman
goalie Brian McDonald said
that he has played all through
high school in Oak Park and
was excited to hear that Eastern
has Lacrosse even though it is
Lacrosse club ready for new season
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
(At top) A lacrosse club player
works to pass the ball to his
teammate during practice on
Tuesday on the Tundra. The
club begins play against
Illinois State and Western
Illinois on Sept. 15.
(At left) A member of the
lacross team moves to scoop
up the ball during Tuesdays
practice. 
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Squad must compete
for time on Tundra
Women’s Soccer
2
1
Eastern’s soccer squads sweep Loyola-Chicago
Men’s Soccer
3
1
Sports
